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Abstract

Extractive summarization is a task of high-001
lighting the most important parts of the text.002
We introduce a new approach to extractive003
summarization task using hidden clustering004
structure of the text. Experimental results005
on CNN/DailyMail demonstrate that our ap-006
proach generates more accurate summaries007
than both extractive and abstractive methods,008
achieving state-of-the-art results in terms of009
ROUGE-2 metric exceeding the previous ap-010
proaches by 10%. Additionally, we show that011
hidden structure of the text could be inter-012
preted as aspects.013

1 Introduction014

Summaries are important for processing huge015

amounts of information. A good summary should016

be concise, accurate and easy-to-read. However,017

there can be multiple variants of a perfect summary,018

the same idea can be conveyed with various words.019

Moreover, people may find different facts of the020

main importance, waiting for them to be present021

in the summary. Most automatic text summariza-022

tion algorithms do not take into account different023

aspects of the initial texts, providing a semantically024

neutral interpretation. We aim to bridge the gap025

between summarization approaches and aspect min-026

ing. Thus, we investigate two research directions027

within this work: text summarization and aspect028

extraction.029

Text Summarization. There are two main ap-030

proaches to text summarization: extrative and ab-031

stractive. Extractive methods highlight the most032

relevant phrases or sentences in the original text to033

form a summary. Alternatively, abstractive meth-034

ods rephrase the text into a different form, and may035

not preserve the original semantic content.036

Usually summarization has an underlying sug-037

gestion, that one summary should fulfill every in-038

formational demand. That is not true in many cases,039

e.g. imagine text about fruits in general, while a040

Figure 1: SumHiS: ranking model (right) + hidden
structure discovery model (left).

person is interested exactly in apples. In that toy ex- 041

ample the proper summary for the aforementioned 042

person should contain maximum information about 043

apples with some occasional references to other 044

fruits. Such a result can be achieved with aspect 045

extraction techniques. The aspect extraction under- 046

lying suggestion is that each document consists of 047

several aspects. 048

Hidden Document Structure. Revealing hid- 049

den document structure is important for getting a 050

concise and accurate summary. One way to do so is 051

via aspect extraction. Each aspect may be specified 052

by explicit words or sometimes inferred implicitly 053

from the text. For example, in the sentence “the 054

image is very clear” the word “image” is an aspect 055

term. The associated problem of aspect catego- 056

rization is to group the same aspect expressions 057

into a category. For example, the aspect terms “im- 058

age,” “photo,” and “picture” can be grouped into 059

one aspect category named Image. 060

Hidden document structure is conventionally as- 061

sociated with dividing a document into multiple 062

facets, each of which may have its own sentiment. 063
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However, the structures may relate to different tex-064

tual features, e.g. topics covered in the text. In065

this paper we concentrate on how the discovered066

structures helps to make the summaries more accu-067

rate. Although we do not interpret these discovered068

structures as aspects.069

Our Approach. We propose an extractive070

summarization model, that we call SumHiS071

(Summarization with Hidden Structure), which uti-072

lizes representations from BERT model (Devlin073

et al., 2018) and uses topical hidden document074

structure. In this work we introduce two blocks075

for creating extractive summaries. First, we use076

contextualized representations retrieved from a pre-077

trained language models to rank the sentences from078

a document according to their importance. Second,079

we further filter the already ranked sentences in or-080

der to focus the summary on the facts correspond-081

ing to main discovered topics within document.082

Evaluated on CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati083

et al., 2016), our approach outperforms previous084

extractive summarization state-of-the-art in terms085

of ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004) metric by 10%. This086

results demonstrate the importance of topical struc-087

ture inclusion for summarization task. Furthermore,088

we capitalize on the power of pre-trained language089

models combined with document structure discov-090

ery, that makes the resulting summary to focus on091

the most important topics and ideas mentioned in092

the initial text.093

To summarize our key contributions are:094

1. A novel extractive summarization pipeline,095

which combines representations from pre-096

trained language models and hidden document097

structure discovery techniques098

2. Our method outperforms prior work on the099

CNN-DailyMail dataset by a large margin in100

terms of ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L metrics101

and can successfully be applied to real-world102

applications.103

3. Moreover, our model outperforms abstractive104

models too.105

The code of our system will be open-sourced106

shortly after the anonymity period.107

2 Related Work108

The earliest attempts of automatic summarization109

focused on extractive techniques, which find words110

or sentences in a document that capture its most111

salient content. Recent works use a variety of ap- 112

proaches. For example, (Zhong et al., 2020) pro- 113

posed a novel summary-level framework Match- 114

Sum and conceptualized extractive summarization 115

as a semantic text matching problem. The authors 116

proposed a Siamese-BERT architecture to compute 117

the similarity between the source document and 118

the candidate summary. In (Dong et al., 2020) the 119

authors rely on extractive summarizers that identify 120

salient sentences based on positional information. 121

Under supervised learning conditions, aspect- 122

level sentiment classification is typically consid- 123

ered a classification problem. Early works (Boiy 124

and Moens, 2009; Kiritchenko et al., 2014; Wag- 125

ner et al., 2014) mainly used manually designed 126

features such as sentiment lexicon, n-grams, and 127

dependency information. However, these methods 128

highly depend on the quality of the designed fea- 129

tures, which is labor-intensive. With the advances 130

of deep learning methods, various neural models 131

(Liu and Zhang, 2017; Chen et al., 2017; He et al., 132

2018) have been proposed for automatically learn- 133

ing target-dependent sentence representations for 134

classification. The main idea behind these works is 135

to develop neural architectures that are capable of 136

learning continuous features without feature engi- 137

neering and at the same time capturing the intricate 138

relatedness between a target and context words. 139

Of course, there are many works in recent years 140

in abstractive summarization. In the work (Nalla- 141

pati et al., 2016) authors proposed to use encoder- 142

decoder on a huge corpora to achieve good results 143

in the abstractive summarization task. Later in 144

work (Nallapati et al., 2017) use a different type 145

of recurrence network and obtained the state-of- 146

the-art results. Nallapati and co-authors used copy- 147

ing word mechanism from the input sequence to 148

the output, thereby solving the problem with rare 149

words. In the paper (Cohan et al., 2018) Cohan and 150

co-authors proposed a summarization model for 151

very long documents, like scientific articles. They 152

use the hierarchical encoder mechanism that mod- 153

els the discourse structure of a document. Putra et 154

al. (Putra et al., 2018) proposed to use so-called 155

topical sentence, i.e. the most important one from 156

the article, to generate news headline. 157

The last mentioned works allowed us to sug- 158

gest a hidden structure usage in summarization. 159

We chose a model which is designed to capture 160

a hidden structure, namely extract aspects from 161

texts. Neural attention-based aspect extraction 162
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model (ABAE) is proposed in (He et al., 2017).163

The main idea of this work is to create a matrix164

of vector representations which could be used to165

reconstruct a sentence vector representation. It is166

done under assumption that there is only one main167

aspect which a sentence has.168

In the models like MatchSum, the authors use169

vector BERT representations of the sentences. We170

decided to follow this approach, but instead of clas-171

sic binary prediction whether a sentence should172

be included or not we chose ranking approach, al-173

lowing us to filter the sentences basing on their174

score. We chose recent state of the art approach175

in text ranking SparTerm (Bai et al., 2020). This176

model is using vector representations of input texts177

to predict their ranking. The vector representations178

are produced from fine-tuned BERT model. We179

adopted this approach with exception of irrelevant180

to us term prediction task.181

3 Model Description182

This section presents the general overview of our183

extractive summarization system SumHiS, its ar-184

chitecture and the corresponding training strategy.185

Our system consist of two blocks: sentence ranking186

model and hidden structure discovery model. The187

models interaction is shown in Fig. 1. The training188

process of our system also consists of two phases.189

First, we train sentence ranking model and then190

we use its output representations to train a hidden191

structure discovery model.192

3.1 Ranking193

We follow Term-based Sparse representations194

(SparTerm) setup (Bai et al., 2020) to train a rank-195

ing model. SparTerm learns sparse text represen-196

tations by predicting the importance for each term197

in the vocabulary. Since we are working with ex-198

tractive summarization, our model estimates impor-199

tance of sentences instead of terms.200

SparTerm represents text using BERT (Devlin201

et al., 2018) model as follows: a text is fed into202

the model, and each term is embedded to a vec-203

tor space. The term embeddings are averaged204

and used as a single text embedding. This text205

embedding is compared to other text embeddings206

thereby producing similarity scores. Similarly to207

SparTerm setup, we use BERT with specifically de-208

signed input. Each input is represented as a triplet209

(text, pos_sentence, neg_sentence), where text210

is a whole text of a document, pos_sentence is a211

sentence included into the golden summary, and 212

neg_sentence is a sentence not included into the 213

golden summary. The visualization of the model 214

input is presented in Fig. 2. 215

Figure 2: Ranking model

We aim to make a positive sentence represen- 216

tation as close as possible to a representation of 217

a text and simultaneously make a representation 218

of negative sentence as far as possible from it. 219

Let R = {(t1, s1,+, s1,−), ..., (tN , sN,+, sN,−)} 220

denote a set of N training instances; each con- 221

taining text ti, positive candidate sentence si,+ and 222

negative one si,−, indicating that si,+ is more rel- 223

evant to the text than si,−. The ranking model is 224

trained by optimizing a ranking objective which in 225

our case is negative log likelihood of the positive 226

sentence: 227

Lsumm(ti, si,+, si,−) =

− log
esim(t

′
i,s
′
i,+)

esim(t
′
i,s
′
i,+) + esim(t

′
i,s
′
i,−)

,
(1) 228

where t
′
i, s

′
i,+, s

′
i,− are dense representations of 229

ti, si,+, si,− respectively, and sim denotes any 230

similarity function. We use dot-product in our ex- 231

periments. 232

During the training each document ti is split into 233

sentences, from which the triplets are generated. 234

The output of the ranking model is an ordering of 235

the sentences which are similar to the text summary 236

from the closest one to the most distant one. Given 237

this ordering one could create a summary for the 238

text taking several top sentences. 239

3.2 Hidden Document Structure Discovery 240

Through experimentation, we found out that quality 241

of summaries can be increased by adding informa- 242
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tion about hidden document structure.243

We follow ABAE model (He et al., 2017) setup244

in order to capture hidden document structure. A245

sentence vector representation is considered to con-246

sist of weighted sum of several cluster represen-247

tations. In case of ABAE these clusters are inter-248

preted as aspects, while in our model we do not249

follow this interpretation and consider them as or-250

dinal clusters.251

The structure discovery model learns a matrix252

C of cluster embeddings of size K × n, where253

K is the number of clusters, n is an embedding254

space size. We use an attention-like mechanism to255

take into account all the cluster representations and256

reconstruct the initial vector. We calculate each257

input score by calculating its dot product with each258

cluster embedding:259

pj = cj · q (2)260

where q is an input text vector representation, while261

cj is j-th cluster embedding in the embedding ma-262

trix. Obtained scores are then normalized with soft-263

max function, leaving us with one highest weight264

corresponding to the leading cluster representation265

for q. Next, each cluster vector is multiplied by the266

corresponding weight and summed up to get the267

output reconstructed vector o:268

o =
K∑
j=1

pjcj (3)269

This output reconstructed vector is expected to270

be similar to the input text vector, so in order to271

train structure discovery model we minimize the272

loss function based on cosine distance:273

Lasp = 1− q · o
|q||o|

(4)274

Such training allows us to build a model which275

could represent any input vector as a sum of one276

leading cluster representation and several others.277

This model is used for filtering of a vector set, it278

is an ordered set of sentence representations in our279

case. We filter the set in the following way. Let us280

say that pqa is a weight for the leading cluster for281

the input text q. We could filter out any sentence i282

from the set, where283

pia ≤ threshold, (5)284

where threshold could be selected arbitrarily.285

4 Dataset 286

CNN/Daily Mail (Nallapati et al., 2016) is a 287

dataset commonly used for text summarization 288

evaluation. Human generated abstractive summary 289

bullets were generated from news stories in CNN 290

and Daily Mail websites as questions (with one of 291

the entities hidden), and stories as the correspond- 292

ing passages from which the system is expected to 293

answer the fill-in-the-blank question. The authors 294

released the scripts that crawl, extract and generate 295

pairs of passages and questions from these web- 296

sites. 297

All in all, the corpus has 286, 817 training pairs, 298

13, 368 validation pairs and 11, 487 test pairs, as 299

defined by their scripts. The source documents in 300

the training set have 766 words spanning 29.74 sen- 301

tences on an average while the summaries consist 302

of 53 words and 3.72 sentences. 303

4.1 Converting to Extractive Dataset 304

Although CNN-DM dataset is originally designed 305

for abstractive summarization, we modified it for 306

extractive summarization using a special utility. To 307

obtain the extractive summaries from abstractive 308

ones we use classic concept of extractive oracle. 309

We define the extractive oracle summaries as fol- 310

lows, using ROUGE metrics described below: 311

O = argmaxS⊆DROUGEN (G,S),

s.t. `(S) ≤ 2`(G).
(6) 312

Here D is the set of all the sentences contained in 313

the input document, and G is the gold (abstractive) 314

summary for the input document. `(·) indicates the 315

number of words in a text. 316

5 Experiments 317

5.1 Metrics 318

Also models are evaluated with full-length F1- 319

scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L (Lin, 320

2004). ROUGE-N is computed as follows: 321

ROUGEN =
∑

S∈Ref

∑
gn∈S Countmatch(gn)∑

S∈Ref

∑
gn∈S Count(gn)

322

where n stands for the length of the n-gram gn, 323

and Countmatch(gn) is the maximum number of 324

n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and 325

a set of reference summaries Ref . 326

• ROUGE-1 value measures the overlap of uni- 327

gram (each word) between the computed sum- 328

mary and the gold summary. 329
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Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
MatchSum (Zhong et al., 2020) 44.41 20.86 40.55
DiscoBERT (Xu et al., 2020) 43.77 20.85 40.67
BertSumExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019) 43.85 20.34 39.90
SumHiS (w/o filtering) 38.43 28.51 37.58
SumHiS (with filtering) 43.48 32.52 42.44

Table 1: ROUGE metrics for the extractive models on CNN/DailyMail test set (non-anonymized). Best result is
given in bold, second best – in italic.

• ROUGE-2 value measures the overlap of bi-330

grams respectively.331

• ROUGE-L measures the longest common sub-332

sequence between the model output and gold333

summary.334

• Recall in the context of ROUGE means how335

much of the gold summary is the computed336

summary capturing.337

• Precision answers how much of the computed338

summary was in fact relevant.339

5.2 Baselines340

We compare our model to the following models.341

Extractive Models: MatchSum (Zhong et al.,342

2020): this approach formulates the extractive sum-343

marization task as a semantic text matching prob-344

lem. A good summary should be more semantically345

similar to the source document than the unqualified346

summaries.347

DiscoBERT (Xu et al., 2020): the model ex-348

tracts sub-sentential discourse units (instead of sen-349

tences) as candidates for extractive selection on a350

finer granularity. To capture the long-range depen-351

dencies among discourse units, structural discourse352

graphs are constructed based on RST trees and353

coreference mentions, encoded with Graph Convo-354

lutional Networks.355

BerSumExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019): the model356

uses pretrained BERT with inserted [CLS] tokens357

at the start of each sentence to collect features for358

the sentence preceding it.359

Abstractive Models: SimCLS (Liu and Liu,360

2021): a two-stage model for abstractive summa-361

rization, where a Seq2Seq model is first trained to362

generate candidate summaries with MLE loss, and363

then a parameterized evaluation model is trained364

to rank the generated candidates with contrastive365

learning.366

GSum (Dou et al., 2021): the model has two 367

endoders which encode the source document and 368

guidance signal, which are attended to by the de- 369

coder. 370

ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020): Transformer- 371

based model which is optimized by n-step ahead 372

prediction that predicts the next n tokens simulta- 373

neously based on previous context tokens at each 374

time step. 375

5.3 Experiment Setup 376

For the summarization model, a pre-trained BERT
was used (bert-base-uncased variation from the
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020)). Input
sequence goes as follows:

[CLS]text[SEP ]sentence_1[SEP ]sentence_2

text is limited or padded to 430 tokens, while 377

sentence_1 and sentence_2 are both limited to 378

39 tokens. sentence_1 and sentence_2 are filled 379

with pos_sentence or neg_sentence randomly to 380

force the model to not rely upon their relative or- 381

dering and use an embedded semantics. 382

During the evaluation, each document is split to 383

sentences the exact same way as during the training. 384

Each sentence is considered to be a candidate for 385

inclusion in summary. It is fed into the model 386

as pos_sentence. As neg_sentence we use the 387

last sentence in a text, since we assume it is never 388

included into the summary. 389

The structure discovery model is trained for two 390

epochs, the threshold for filtering was set to 0.25. 391

6 Results 392

We compared our model with current state of the 393

art. We denote our model SumHiS with and with- 394

out filtering for the variants of the model where 395

the hidden structure discovery model is present or 396

not respectively. We evaluate the models on the 397

CNN/DailyMail dataset in non-anonymized ver- 398

sion. The evaluation results are presented in Tab. 1. 399
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Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
SimCLS (Liu and Liu, 2021) 46.67 22.15 43.54
GSum (Dou et al., 2021) 45.94 22.32 42.48
ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) 44.20 21.17 41.30
Ours (w/o filtering) 38.43 28.51 37.58
Ours (with filtering) 43.48 32.52 42.44

Table 2: ROUGE metrics for the abstractive & our models on CNN/DailyMail test set (non-anonymized). Best
result is given in bold, second best – in italic.

One could see that our model shows the superior400

performance among the extractive models by the401

means of ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L improving the402

previous results by almost 12% and 2% respec-403

tively. ROUGE-1 evaluation result for our model404

is 1 percent lower than state of the art result. Thus405

could conclude that our model is more successful406

in extraction of longer sequences of tokens, while407

keeping the unigrams distribution close to the de-408

sired one.409

In addition, we compare our model with abstrac-410

tive models. The results are presented in Tab. 2.411

Despite that our model is not using the generation,412

i.e. paraphrase ability of the language models, it413

shows the best results by ROUGE-2 metric outper-414

forming the previous approaches by 10%. ROUGE-415

L is evaluated only 1 percent lower that state of the416

art result. This result is an intriguing one, since417

the extracted bigrams are still better fit the desired418

distribution than the generated ones.419

It is important to mention, that structure discov-420

ery has significant influence on the model output,421

leading to improvement by 5% in ROUGE-1 and422

ROUGE-L and by 4% in ROUGE-2. We also pro-423

vide a sample of SumHiS output in comparison to424

golden summary in Tab. 3.425

7 Analysis426

The threshold in the experiments was not chosen427

randomly. We conducted a series of experiments428

resulting receiver output characteristic for the filter-429

ing classifier showed at Fig. 4). The vertical axis is430

true positive rate, while horizontal one is false pos-431

itive rate. The value of 0.25 shows the best balance432

between them.433

7.1 Ablation Study434

The resulting SumHiS system has several choices435

which we did basing on the experiment results.436

SumHiS system contains two models, namely rank-437

ing and structure discovery ones. The choices for438

these models could be questioned thus we provide 439

the results of an ablation study in Tab. 3. The met- 440

rics in this table are the variants of ROUGE, e.g. 441

R-1-p is an abbreviation for ROUGE-1-Precision, 442

R-2-r stands for ROUGE-2-Recall, while R-L-f 443

means ROUGE-L F-measure variant of the metric. 444

All the other metrics are named analogously. 445

We provide more complete results for SumHiS 446

with and without filtering, naming them respec- 447

tively in the table. We have also tried to inter- 448

pret the summarization task as binary classification 449

problem, since it is a common approach in the field. 450

In this setup we generate the following triplets: 451

(ti, si,+, 1) and (ti, si,−, 0). The last value in a 452

triplet is a label to predict. As a loss function we 453

use classic binary cross-entropy. The results of this 454

attempt are named “SumHiS + binary loss”. One 455

could see that such replacement of a loss function 456

is leading to catastrophic degradation of SumHiS 457

quality by the means of Precision and F-measure 458

as consequence. 459

We considered the original BERT model with- 460

out any fine-tuning on our data for the extractive 461

summarization. We used the following setup as 462

for SumHiS, we average per token representations 463

to obtain the input text representation. To make 464

an ordering required to produce a summary com- 465

pare document text vector representation t′i with 466

sentence representation s′i. We use dot product as 467

comparison function. The results for this model are 468

denoted as Orig. BERT in the table. Interestingly, 469

Orig. BERT model shows better performance by 470

ROUGE-2 (R-2-f in terms of Tab. 3), than BERT- 471

based BertSumExt model, although the other met- 472

rics are significantly lower for it. 473

Next we applied our structure discovery model 474

to the output of the Orig. BERT. The results are de- 475

noted as BERT with filtering. The structure discov- 476

ery have improved all the metrics of Orig. BERT 477

(not including R-1-r and R-L-r, since they were 478

100%). The achieved result in ROUGE-2 (R-2-f) 479
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Original text with highlighted extractive summary:
MOSCOW, Russia ( CNN ). Russian space officials say the crew of the Soyuz space ship is resting after
a rough ride back to Earth. A South Korean bioengineer was one of three people on board the Soyuz
capsule. The craft carrying South Korea ’s first astronaut landed in northern Kazakhstan on Saturday,
260 miles ( 418 kilometers ) off its mark, they said. Mission Control spokesman Valery Lyndin said the
condition of the crew – South Korean bioengineer Yi So - yeon, American astronaut Peggy Whitson
and Russian flight engineer Yuri Malenchenko – was satisfactory, though the three had been subjected
to severe G - forces during the re - entry. Search helicopters took 25 minutes to find the capsule and
determine that the crew was unharmed. Officials said the craft followed a very steep trajectory that
subjects the crew to gravitational forces of up to 10 times those on Earth. Interfax reported that the
spacecraft ’s landing was rough. This is not the first time a spacecraft veered from its planned trajectory
during landing. In October, the Soyuz capsule landed 70 kilometers from the planned area because of
a damaged control cable. The capsule was carrying two Russian cosmonauts and the first Malaysian
astronaut.

Golden (abstractive) summary:
Soyuz capsule lands hundreds of kilometers off-target. Capsule was carrying South Korea’s first astronaut.
Landing is second time Soyuz capsule has gone away.

Figure 3: Sample of SumHiS generated summary.

Model \Metric R-1-p R-1-r R-1-f R-2-p R-2-r R-2-f R-L-p R-L-r R-L-f
SumHiS w/o filtering 26.99 79.01 38.43 19.21 65.59 28.51 26.40 77.32 37.58
SumHiS with filtering 31.94 79.45 43.49 22.77 67.02 32.52 31.16 77.62 42.44
SumHiS + aspects 19.24 100.00 31.12 13.67 98.64 23.07 19.31 100.00 30.87
SumHiS + binary loss 17.64 100.00 28.61 12.47 91.88 21.08 17.64 100.00 28.61
Orig. BERT 18.93 100.00 30.69 13.41 98.80 22.67 18.64 100.00 30.33
BERT with filtering 19.12 99.99 31.01 13.59 98.77 23.02 19.08 99.99 30.51
BERT + aspects 18.44 92.12 29.33 12.75 78.03 21.11 18.32 91.53 29.15

Table 3: Comparison of different variations of SumHiS model.

# Aspect words
1 girl, women, teenagers, tennis, ladies, princess, kids
2 perhaps, apparently, probably, mysteriously, presumably, suddenly, supposedly
3 care, reasons, aids, purpose, irregularities, conform, attention
4 desperately, supplying, blood, terribly, abducted
5 building, built, forcing, using, saying, trying

Table 4: Sample of the extracted with SumHiS aspects.

is a new state of the art, if we are leaving SumHiS480

aside. Although the improvement is small, it is481

consistent for all metrics. This result is correlated482

with filtering usage with SumHiS.483

At last but not least we have experimented with484

our structure discovery model. It is partially follow-485

ing ABAE setup with two important differences:486

we do not used initialization for the clusters (as-487

pects) and we do not regularize the cluster matrix.488

The initialization ABAE use is following: it takes489

vector representations of all the unique words in490

the training dataset; apply K-means clustering al- 491

gorithm (Steinhaus, 1957) to the vectors where K 492

is set to be the desired number of aspects; and fi- 493

nally averaging all the vectors in a cluster to get its 494

centroid vector. The centorids are used as initial 495

values for the aspect embeddings. The regulariza- 496

tion which is used in ABAE is orthonormal one. It 497

is formulated as follows: 498

Lortho = C × CT − I, (7) 499

where C is an aspect matrix of size K × n and I 500
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Figure 4: True Positive Rate vs. False Positive Rate for
SumHiS with different threshold values.

is diagonal unit matrix of size K × K. We have501

applied both of these techniques to our model and502

Orig. BERT. The results are denoted as “+ as-503

pects” in the table. Surprisingly to us, addition of504

aspect filtering is lowering all the metrics for both505

BERT and SumHiS models. Although the aspects506

extracted with this method seem to be adequate,507

the quality of the main task of summarization is508

too low to consider this approach as a general one.509

A sample of extracted with SumHiS aspects is pre-510

sented in Tab. 4.511

7.2 Vector Space Analysis512

We aim the model to output different vectors for513

positive and negative input sentences. To prove514

it, we calculated distances between text′ and515

pos_sentence′ and text′ and neg_sentence′ for516

every triplet in the test set. As shown in Figure517

5, the distances between initial text representation518

and negative sentence representations are gener-519

ally greater than the ones between the initial text520

and the positive sentence. To to take into account521

the peaking values we performed the kernel trick522

(see Figure 6): (x − 0.45)2, where x is an initial523

distance between text and sentence.524

8 Conclusion525

We proposed a new model for extractive summa-526

rization that uses information about hidden doc-527

ument structure. Our model shows state-of-the528

art performance on CNN/DailyMail dataset by529

ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L compared to current ex-530

tractive summarization models. Moreover, it shows531

the best performance by the means of ROUGE-2 in532

comparison with abstractive models outperforming533

them by 10%. We showed that hidden structure in534

a text could be successfully used leading to signifi-535

Figure 5: Histogram of distances between initial text
and positive (blue) / negative (orange) sentences

Figure 6: Histogram of distances between initial text
and positive (blue) / negative (orange) sentences after
kernel trick

cant improvements in summary generation. As for 536

the future work, we plan to make SumHiS end-to- 537

end trainable aggregating ranking model and struc- 538

ture discovery models into an integral pipeline. We 539

are also considering to integrate structure discovery 540

within abstractive summarization, and experiment 541

with different structure discovery mechanisms. 542
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